Application for grant of NOC for Aerial Photography/Remote Sensing Survey

Frequently Asked Questions

► What is “Application for Grant of Permission for Aerial Photography/Remote Sensing Survey”?

This portal allows organizations/firms/companies/individuals to apply online for security clearance/NOC for carrying out Aerial Photography/Remote Sensing Survey within Indian boundaries.

► What is the objective of this application?

“Application for Grant of Permission for Aerial Photography/Remote Sensing Survey” is developed to reduce the time consumed for grant of NOC. It is aimed to bring in more transparency, accuracy and speedy disposal of application for NOC.

► Are there any specific guidelines for working on this application?

Detailed guidelines for using the application are attached on the homepage. Users can click and download the same for their reference and needful action.

► Is it allowed for a single user to create multiple applications?

One organization can create multiple applications. Single mobile number of the authorise person will be sufficient to apply online.

► Who needs to apply through this portal?

Any organizations/firms/companies planning to carry out Aerial Photography/Remote Sensing Survey within Indian boundaries is required to obtain NOC by applying through this portal.

► Is this portal for only Indian companies? How can a foreign company apply for grant of permission?

This portal can be utilized by any agency/firm including foreign entity who is authorised/hired by GOI organisation/State Government/PSU/Autonomous bodies, for carrying out aerial survey.
Who is entitled to be nodal officer for my application?
Any permanent employee of the organization duly authorised to take/convey decision can be the Nodal officer.

What is the maximum number of participants allowed in a survey?
There is no limit for the number of participants in a survey.

What minimum and maximum number of security officials I need to add in my application?
Minimum number is 1. There is no maximum limit for the number of security officials; however the number of security officials should be justifiable with the total strength of the group.

What will happen, if application is incomplete?
There are some fields which are required to be filled up mandatorily and without which the application will not be processed further.